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Milo Banks was just a teenager when it happened - the most confusing and electrifying event of his life. It began

when his father showed an ability of superhuman strength that couldn't possibly be real. Then his mother made the

light glow from her hands.

After that, Milo didn't know what to believe. Suddenly, his hometown of Dearborn, New Jersey has become a place

where anything can happen - and his family is trying desperately to keep it a secret.

When a mysterious sorcerer dressed in black appears at Milo's school, all of Milo's fears become a living nightmare.

Everything his parents have told him has been a lie: the Banks family is actually from a different world, and they

have enemies who will stop at nothing to hunt them down and kill them.

When Milo and his twin sister, Emma, find themselves trapped in another realm without their parents, they will

have to rely on their superhuman potential - as well as a rowdy group of orphan misfits who might be the best

friends they never had - to save a mythical world on the brink of annihilation.

A world of magic, adventure, and danger called Astros, Land of the Gods, where anything is possible...

---------------------
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"Great start to an awesome series...This book has everything I love about fantasy and myth and brings it together in a

new way." - Jerry V Sagale, Amazon Customer

"From the beginning, the story of Milo Banks and his twin sister, Emma, was spellbinding...I loved the book. It was an

entertaining story filled with compelling characters. I had such a hard time putting this book down that I'm not sure

how I'm going to wait for the next one to come out!" - Becky Alberico, Goodreads Member 

"The story is phenomenal." - Brooke Hally, Amazon Customer

"I felt as if I was along for the adventure and can hardly wait to go off on the next." - Mastheart, Amazon Customer

"Amazing book; didn't want it to end...couldn't put it down last night until it was finished." - Brandywine, Goodreads

Member

"A truly surprising read...I would definitely recommend it to readers young and old." - Troy, Goodreads Librarian

"This book was great with an action packed plot that keeps you on your toes the entire time." - Robbin, Amazon

Customer

"Loved the twists and turns. Very inventive writing." - Darby, Goodreads Member
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